
Maths Week 4 - Fractions
Monday - Finding a quarter of a number
Tuesday - Finding third of a number
Wednesday - Finding two quarters of a number, two thirds of a number, ACTIVITY TO UPLOAD-FINDING THE 
DIFFERENT FRACTIONS TAUGHT SO FAR THIS WEEK OF A NUMBER
Thursday - Word problems ACTIVITY TO UPLOAD
Friday - Mental Maths



Lesson 1 - Finding a quarter of a number
In this lesson we will continue with finding fractions of a number, today 
focussing on finding a quarter of a number.



5) What’s the time?



Last week we started learning about fractions. First we looked at finding 
a fraction of a shape, and on Thursday we found half of a number. Try 
this problem below as a recap.

There are 12 sweets in my jar. 
If I give Burlington Bear half, how many   would I have left?

Once you have given it a go, move onto the next slide where Mr Johnson will recap 
how to find half of a number.



Click the video to watch Mr Johnson recap the square and 
counter method!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1VIq6al7MHhuKBbhWUY3JQk9G5-YjL-Nj/preview


Now that you’re experts at finding half of a number, we’re going to 
try and find a quarter of a number!

Can you remember how many parts there will be when we are finding 
quarters of something?

Halves                 Quarters



Sam has 12 teddies. 
She puts  ¼  of them on her bed.  
How many teddies go on her bed?

Which  square and counter method will help me solve   this problem?

If you’re feeling confident 
you could try this problem, 
or if you’d like a bit of help, 
go to the next slide where 
Mr Johnson will explain how 
to work this out.



Click below to watch Mr Johnson explain how to find a quarter 
of a number using the square and counter method!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1HcllmxKmt1LTbaUhI41ziXhLaT15QE3w/preview


Your turn!

Paddington has 16 sandwiches.

He eats ¼ of them.

How many did he eat?

The whole is _____.   A quarter of ______ is   ______.

Challenge: How many are left over?



Find ¼ of these numbers:

   8                    12                   20                  24



Lesson 2 - Finding a third of a number
In this lesson we continue with finding fractions of a number, this time 
looking at finding a third.

We will do this by looking at a third of a shape first and then using this to 
help us find a third of a number. 



5) What’s the time?



Choose the shape that has exactly ⅓ shaded. 

How do you know?



Well done! We know it is this shape because it has got 3 equal parts and 
one of those parts is shaded.



Remember: the bottom number tells us how many parts to split it into and the top 
number is how many parts we are trying to find.





https://docs.google.com/file/d/17tfh8TAEJTGY40F2O5ViD2c2u0ISCwGA/preview


Challenge: How many are not red?



Click below to watch Mr Johnson explain the previous question.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1G-FXcbJfz34ULWACi8_cX8wmdLCbnNy8/preview




Click below to watch Mr Johnson explain the previous question.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1hHybNv7indd4cmSX0JDdGvm03OivEJ-b/preview






Activity: Can you find a third of these different numbers?
               Don’t forget to show your working out!



Challenge!



Challenge 2!



Lesson 3 - Finding 2 quarters and 2 thirds. 
In this lesson we learn about finding 2 quarters and 2 thirds. 

It is important to remember that the steps say the same until you circle the 
parts at the end. 

At this point you look at the top number in the fraction which will tell you how 
many parts to circle, giving you your answer.

Activity to upload: slide 35



5) What’s the time?



Starter:
How many of these questions can you solve in 2 minutes?

⅓    of    12

¼    of    8

½   of    10

½   of    24

⅓  of    30



So far we have learnt about finding halves, quarters and thirds.

Sometimes we need to find more than one quarter or more than 
one third, let’s find out how we do that!



Burlington Bear has 8 counters.

He wants to find     of these counters.

Let’s look at how we do this with Mr Johnson.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1tSQv-w2eMawjb2gRCoRf0gP15tOEdjfU/preview


Your turn!



Burlington Bear has 15 counters.
He gives    away.

How many did he give away?

Let’s look at how we do this with Mr Johnson.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Se9NalivO6HIYjJiF8SLKSPR5EHX-X8m/preview


Your turn!



Activity to upload: Can you try these ones now?



Lesson 4 - Word problems
In this lesson the children will apply what they have learnt about fractions 
into word problems.

The children are encouraged to read through the questions multiple times so 
they really understand what it is asking them to do. We suggest that they 
underline key information within the questions too.

Activity to upload:



5) What’s the time?





Jo bought a bag of 12 cherries.
Jo ate half the cherries in the bag.
How many did Jo eat?

Click the video above to watch Mr Johnson 
explain how to work this out.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/15drXyV-WmL6QtSA4tDIpWNSH8nVBgfao/preview


Click the video above to watch Mr Johnson explain how to work this out.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1aMIQIMZ3KNWv7t9jmtIARmKJs4Ny9IHs/preview


Your turn!
Remember to read the question a few times and underline the key information!





He



Answer on the next page.



Oops! Mr Johnson divided his 16 chocolates into 4 equal parts.  When you 
divide a number into 4 equal parts what are you are dividing?

In the problem Mr Johnson ate half.  When you find half of a number you 
divide it into 2 equal parts.  



Activity to upload - Word Problems

Please see ‘lesson 4 word problems sheet’ and decide which questions you would like to ask 
your child to complete.

It would be lovely to see your child finding a half, a quarter, a third and three quarters of a 
number.

In class we would complete between 4-6 questions but please decide how many you would 
like your child to complete.

There are some super challenge questions that you may ask your child to try.  These are 
word problems that have 2 parts. There is a super challenge on the next slide and on the 
sheet.



Super challenge!



Lesson 5 - Mental Maths - Add and Subtract 11 
Focus - To add and subtract 11 from any 2 digit number.

1. Recap/Introduce - Can we remember ‘The 9 Trick’ we learnt last week? 
What did we have to do? 11 is ‘one more than 10’.

2. Teach - Using knowledge of near 10s and the concept of ‘The 9 Trick’? we 
look at using an empty number line to help support the children to 
visualise adding/subtracting 11 from a 2 digit number by compensating.

3. Apply - Apply understanding and strategy to add and subtract 11 from a 2 
digit number.



5) What’s the time?



What can you tell 
me about the 

number

11?

It’s one 
more than 

10!

It is made up 
of 

1 Ten and 
1 One.

We can use 
the idea of 

‘The 9 Trick’ 
to help us 

because 9 is 
one less and 

11 is one more 
than 10!

Share your own 
ideas!



17 + 11 =    To add 11,  I can add 10 first then just add 1 more.

35 - 11 =     To subtract 11, I can just takeaway 10 and then minus 1 more!

11 is just one 
more than 10…. 

This is easy, 
look!

+10

-10

+1

-1

352524

17 27 28

We can use an empty 
number line to help you 
visualise the steps to 
solve this!



Can you solve these  problems using your mental strategy? 

5 + 11 =  ?

15 + 11 =  ?

20 + 11 =  ?

20 - 11 = ?

26 - 11 =  ?

18 + 11 =  ?

28 + 11 =  ?

30 + 11 =  ?

30 - 11 =  ?

37 - 11 =  ?

12 + 11 =  ?

40 + 11 =  ?

49 + 21 =  ?

69 - 11 =  ?

71 - 21 =  ?


